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Congratulations to the Winners of Top
Reseller 2021 for their excellent strategies
and success in overcoming the current
economic challenges.

In most major markets, public concern about
climate change has increased signiﬁcantly over
just the last year. And this shift is likely to have
an impact on commercial ﬂeets.
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ONWARDS & UPWARDS
IN 2022
With big steps come big
changes, but some of them
are not always easy to
digest. The organisational
changes that we are
embarking on are crucial
for the business to reduce
complexity, drive stronger
and end-to-end connection
to make it easier to focus
on delivery.

Tan Yew Chong, General Manager Commercial Fuels East
It has been a challenging year to say the least. The way we
operate on a daily basis has evolved into something that’s
completely new. But it’s not all gloomy as this new way of
working has helped us discover efficiency and productivity
unlike we’ve ever seen before. With that, the company is
indebted for your continuous support and effort in taking
us this far.
It has been 22 months since the COVID 19 global pandemic
outbreak. We have seen the virus evolve into variants that
continue to be a constant in most corners of the globe.
Although the end of the pandemic is very much fluid at this
point, businesses will have to reinvent themselves to remain
relevant in this competitive landscape. We are proud that Shell
Commercial Fuels (CF) staffs have carried out our responsibilities
by getting vaccinated to protect themselves, our customers
as well as the community. CF as an organisation is equally
committed to ensure business continuity by ensuring that we
remain competitive and take every challenge in great stride as
we move into an endemic state.

1.

While we are constantly on our toes in staying ahead of the
curve, we also realise that business preparedness is key to
success. Health, safety, wellbeing, and care for people remain
as our primary concerns. I would like to remind everybody to
stay vigilant on the protocols and remain alert to any evolving
changes.
As we embark on 2022, our focus is to remains robust financial
delivery, operational excellence and reinforcing Shell Powering
Progress strategy with steps to partner with customers in
accelerating the energy transition.
With big steps come big changes, but some of them are not
always easy to digest. The organisational changes that we are
embarking on are crucial for the business to reduce complexity,
drive stronger and end-to-end connection to make it easier to
focus on delivery. Our efforts will ensure that we stay ahead
of competition, maintaining resilience during turbulent business
times, and positioning ourselves strongly to capture future
opportunities in the journey of energy transition.
We are committed to engage all those who are affected by
this exercise and ensuring fair treatment in accordance with
our values. Thank you once again for your bravest efforts, and
with renewed spirit in 2022, onwards and upwards are the only
directions that will define the rest of our year.

This survey commissioned by Shell Commercial Fuels and conducted by independent research firm Edelman Intelligence, polled 500 fuel decision makers in the construction sector in 10
countries (Germany, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Netherlands, Philippines, Singapore, South Africa, Thailand, Turkey).
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SHELL COMMERCIAL FUELS
RESELLER AWARDS 2021
WINNER ANNOUNCEMENT
Let us once again recognise these Top Resellers for their accomplishments, for their
excellent strategies and achieving success despite 2021’s economic challenges. Their
business acumen and strengths have validated that they are indeed a key achiever
within Shell Malaysia.
2021

2021

AWARD

AWARD

2021 SFSD Champion Award

2021 National Top Reseller Award

In Recognition for the Exceptional Sales Performance
and outstanding Sales Achievement.

In Recognition for Exceptional FuelSave Diesel Sales
Performance and Outstanding Sales Achievement.

SUNMAJU SDN. BHD.

SUNMAJU SDN. BHD.

2021

2021

2021 SFSD Sales Excellence Reseller Award (PM)

2021 SFSD Sales Excellence Reseller Award (EM)

SUNMAJU SDN. BHD.

LABUK ROAD BUS COMPANY SDN. BHD.

2021
AWARD

2021

100 Million Liter Club Reseller Award

2021 Outstanding Reseller Award (EM)

SUNMAJU SDN. BHD.

QUANTUM EVERSHINE SDN. BHD.

AWARD

AWARD

In Recognition for excellence in FuelSave Diesel Sales
erformance in East Malaysia.

In Recognition for excellence in FuelSave Diesel Sales
Performance in Peninsula Malaysia.

AWARD

In Recognition for the outstanding Sales
Achievement in East Malaysia

In Recognition for Reseller with sales volume above
100 Million Liters in year 2021

2021
AWARD

2021 Top 10 Elite Reseller

In Recognition for the development of Sales Performance and overall business growth.

EXXOBRITE SDN. BHD.
MCM PETROLEUM SDN. BHD.
MENTROL INTERNATIONAL SDN. BHD.
PANDAMARAN SYNERGY PETROLEUM

QUANTUM EVERSHINE SDN. BHD.
SUNMAJU SDN. BHD.
TECK GUAN SDN. BHD.
UNIMAX PETROLEUM SDN. BHD.

WAH JEE KEE SDN. BHD.
ZENGO CORPORATION SDN. BHD.
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Keeping up
with 2022 Shell
Commercial Fuels
Reseller Award

Once the winning companies are selected, we will personally
notify them before any public announcement is made, allowing
time for any communications throughout the wider aspect of the
business and the coordination of various marketing strategies.
Once again, we wish you well and
we look forward to your oustanding
achievements this year!

THE RESELLER AWARD
CATEGORIES IN 2022
2022 National Top Reseller Award
In Recognition for the Exceptional Sales Performance
and outstanding Sales Achievement.
2022 SFSD Champion Award
In Recognition for Exceptional FuelSave Diesel Sales
Performance and Outstanding Sales Achievement.
2022 Outstanding Reseller Award (PM)
In Recognition for the outstanding Sales Achievement in
Peninsula Malaysia.
2022 Outstanding Reseller Award (EM)

The 2022 Shell Commercial
Fuels Reseller Award is back!
This year, we shall recommence
with two newly added award
categories - 2022 Top Reseller in
Peninsular Malaysia and 2022
Top Reseller in East Malaysia.

In Recognition for the outstanding Sales Achievement in
East Malaysia.
2022 SFSD Sales Excellence Reseller
Award (PM)
In Recognition for excellence in l FuelSave Diesel Sales
Performance in Peninsula Malaysia.
2022 SFSD Sales Excellence Reseller
Award (EM)
In Recognition for excellence in l FuelSave Diesel Sales
Performance in East Malaysia.

Being a part of the Commercial Fuels community has given us
the opportunity to change and adapt to the current situation
affecting people all over the world. We are constantly pushing
forward and making timely adjustments for your business to go
beyond the limit.
The Commercial Fuels Reseller Award will once again recognise
and honour companies that have achieved success in spite of the
great challenges in the current business economic situation.
Regardless of the size of the business, all Resellers in the
Malaysia Commercial Fuels Reseller Award are judged based
on their merits. This approach will enable us to ensure that the
most deserving are acknowledged. Our management team will
review and vote our final decisions based on various criteria
such as business performance, longevity and business growth;
whether it is sustained or rapid.

2022 Loyal Reseller Award
In Recognition for Reseller who purchase 100% fuels with
Shell. Product should include Shell FuelSave Diesel Sales
(Branded product).
100 Million Liter Club Reseller Award
In Recognition for Reseller with sales volume above 100
Million Liters in year 2021.
2021 Top 10 Elite Reseller
In Recognition for the development of Sales Performance
and overall business growth.
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A BEACON OF HOPE

From left: Chief Manager of Ko-Nelayan: Tuan Haji Yusof Haji Ag. Besar, Member of State Legislative Assembly
(ADUN) Tempasuk: Mohd Arsad Bistari, Shell KAM: Benny Vun and Shell CF STL (EM): Joseph Tan.

The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the livelihood of
millions across the world for several months. With the global
machinery of human capital in motion to help provide reliefs for
those affected, there seems to be a glimmer of hope in mankind
as the pandemic continues to affect various parts of the globe.

The food basket is made up of
everyday essentials such as
rice, sugar, and salt to name
a few to help alleviate the
burden of the local fisherman
and their families

As part of supporting our key customer, Korporasi Kemajuan
Perikanan dan Nelayan Sabah (Ko-Nelayan) corporate
social responsibility (CSR) initiative, Shell Timur Sdn Bhd had
supported in providing reliefs for the pandemic-affected local
fisherman from Kota Marudu and Pitas in Kota Kinabalu.
Over 400 food baskets were handed to the beneficiaries by
the President of Ko-Nelayan during a ceremony which was
attended by the Member of State Legislative Assembly (ADUN)
Tempasuk, Mohd Arsad Bistari. The event took place at the
headquarters of Ko-Nelayan in the Kota Marudu district, with
the Chief Manager of Ko-Nelayan, Tuan Haji Yusof Haji Ag.
Besar, Deputy Chief Manage of Ko-Nelayan, Puan Dahara Hj.
Paro, and other members of Ko-Nelayan in attendance.
The food basket is made up of everyday essentials such as rice,
sugar, and salt to name a few to help alleviate the burden of the
local fisherman and their families. The initiative will have a longlasting impact on the local communities and empower them to
rise above the challenge of the pandemic.
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MALAYSIA’S FIRST GTL FUEL
SALE BY SHELL COMMERCIAL
FUELS AND SHELL MDS
On 22 October 2021, Shell Commercial Fuels supplied the
first cargo of GTL Fuel, to its customer, Quantum Evershine in
Sarawak. The sale and delivery was made possible through a
strong partnership with Shell MDS (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (“Shell
MDS”), leveraging on their almost 30 years of expertise in gasto-liquids technology and production.
The cargo of neat GTL Fuel, which loaded successfully from Shell
MDS Jetty in Bintulu in the morning of 22 October onto Quantum
Evershine’s vessel – a Commercial Fuel’s reseller, sailed smoothly
and arrived in Sibu a few hours later. With the availability of
additive that meets the Malaysian standard requirements for
diesel Euro 5, which is suitable for use in automotive, industrial
and other diesel applications, the GTL Fuel sourced from Shell
MDS blended locally, making it more competitive in the market.
The sale via Quantum Evershine represents a milestone in
introducing a locally produced cleaner-burning solution to
traditional diesel fuels, while optimizing Commercial Fuel’s
supply chain in Sarawak yet at the same time helps to diversify
Shell MDS’ market position.

Shell MDS has always been
pushing the boundary of
GTL innovation
Loading in progress from Shell MDS Bintulu jetty.

The achievement of this market breakthrough is made possible
through the tireless efforts and the adoption of enterprise
first mindset by Shell Commercial Fuels, Shell MDS, Trading
& Supply Malaysia, Trade Compliance, Tax Team, Legal,
Customer Operations and Product Quality.
“The GTL Fuel delivery is a proud moment for Shell Malaysia
and aligned to our overall strategy to provide cleaner solutions
to our customers. I am excited for the potential this can bring to
the country as well as the region in the long run. May this pave
the way for Shell Commercial Fuels and Shell MDS to jointly
develop further GTL Fuel offerings,” says Tan Yew Chong,
General Manager Commercial Fuels East.
“Shell MDS has always been pushing the boundary of GTL
innovation, and today we have served customers in more than
50 countries around the world. But nothing beats the sense of

1.
2.

Based on Shell’s operability studies conducted to date
In heavy-duty machines up to and including Euro III

pride in providing and serving a local customer, of where GTL
Fuel is produced. We look forward to future partnerships with
Shell Commercial Fuels and, together, we can offer more GTL
Fuel to the Malaysian market,” says Amir Bakar, Vice President,
Shell MDS.
Shell GTL Fuel is an alternative diesel fuel derived from natural
gas, and it can be used in existing heavy-duty diesel engine
without modifications, allowing for easy switchover from diesel
fuel with no infrastructure investments required.
In addition to this GTL offering, Shell Commercial Fuels also
carries a range of Euro 5 Diesel. Its current Shell FuelSave
Diesel cleans up fuel injectors from carbon deposits and, in turn,
promote more efficient combustion, and can help lower CO₂
emissions².
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EIGHT STEPS
TOWARDS
LOWERING
EMISSIONS

In most major markets, public concern about climate change
has increased signiﬁcantly over just the last year. And this shift
is likely to have an impact on commercial ﬂeets.
In 2018, the European Social Survey found that a third of
Europeans want the EU to increase taxes on fossil fuels [1]. And
a 2018 survey by Nielsen found that 68% of Europeans now
say they prefer sustainable companies [2].
This shift in public opinion poses a challenge for ﬂeet managers.
The average European heavy commercial vehicle is on the road

for twelve years [3]. This leaves hauliers looking for ways to
make their ﬂeets more sustainable and cut emissions, using
existing — and even old — technology.

The average European heavy
commercial vehicle is on the
road for twelve years.
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With the right combination of
improved practices, modern
technologies and premium
consumables, you can cut
your emissions and your fuel
consumption right now.

CUT ROLLING RESISTANCE:
with the right tyres, the right axle
and bearing grease, and the right
maintenance regime, you can help
improve fuel efﬁciency by reducing
rolling resistance.

SWITCH TO INTEGRATED
FLEET MANAGEMENT:
plan routes, maximise utilisation
and dynamically re-route to cut fuel
consumption with the latest telematic
ﬂeet solutions.

USE VEHICLE AUTOMATION:
automating even simple things such as
optimal gear changes to operate the
engine in most efﬁcient range helps
to improve fuel efﬁciency and reduce
emissions.

TAILOR DRIVING STYLES:
use information from the truck’s
telematics and other systems to help
coach drivers to be more fuel efﬁcient
in their driving styles.

MAXIMISE UTILISATION RATES:
use freight-brokerage apps and
ﬂeet management tools to maximise
utilisation rates, cut idling and
eliminate empty miles.

USE PREMIUM LUBRICATION:
high-quality, low-viscosity engine oil —
with friction-reducing additives — cuts
mechanical loss, helps to improve
efﬁciency and reduces emissions.

REDUCE DRAG:
using add-ons such as side-skirts,
trailer tails and reducing the gap
between trailer and tractor can all
help reduce drag and improve fuel
efﬁciency.

USE BIODIESEL:
add sustainably sourced biofuels to
your standard fuel. But do this only in
consultation with your fuel supplier,
who can help you do this safely and
effectively.

1. Fitzgerald, R., Poortinga, W., Böhm, G., Steg, L., Whitmarsh, L., Ogunbode, C., Dorer, B., Douhou, S., Villar, A., Winstone, L. and Rojas, D. (2019). European Attitudes to Climate Change
and Energy: Topline Results from Round 8 of the European Social Survey. Available at: www.europeansocialsurvey.
2. Nielsen.com. (2019). Global Consumers Seek Companies That Care About Environmental Issues. [online] Available at: www.nielsen.com/uk/en/insights/news/2018/global-consumersseek-companies-that-care-about-environmental-issues.html [Accessed 15 May 2019].
3. Acea.be. (2019). Average Vehicle Age |ACEA - European Automobile Manufacturers’ Association. [online] Available at: www.acea. be/statistics/tag/category/average-vehicleage
[Accessed 15 May 2019].
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AN ENERGY SOLUTION
FOR FUTURE?
SHELL COMMERCIAL FUELS IN COLLABORATION WITH MANESH RAMANUJAM,
PRESIDENT AND CEO OF THE U.S. GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL AND GREEN
BUSINESS CERTIFICATION INC.

Each year, the global construction industry uses three billion
tonnes of materials [1]. And worldwide, this sector is responsible
for 23% of all CO2 emissions [2]. Little wonder then, that public
and investor demand for green construction projects is growing.
Between 2018 and 2023, analysts predict that the green
construction market will grow by 10.26% each year [4]. Rising
environmental awareness and measures are further pushing the
sustainability of the building industry up today’s agenda.
But sustainability is not just about doing the right thing from an
environmental perspective. It’s also about doing what’s proﬁtable
– and thus sustainable – from a commercial perspective. A
report by Morgan Stanley found that projects constructed
using certiﬁed-sustainable materials and project management
techniques have lease-up rates 20% faster than average, while
commanding a 3% rent premium [5]. Moreover, the 2019
Edelman Trust Barometer – an annual trust and credibility survey
– reported that 73% agree that companies can help improve
society and the communities they operate in, while at the same
time, increasing their proﬁt margins [6].

57% of construction managers
surveyed by Shell said that they
were looking for ways to cut
fuel consumption; while at the
same time, the industry is under
increasing pressure to cut emissions.

However, while many construction companies take great pains
to ensure that the materials they use, and the design of the
construction project, meet the highest ‘green’ standards, the endto-end sustainability of the site (or the construction process itself)
is often overlooked.
Thus, the question arises: what can real-estate and infrastructure
developers do to make their construction sites greener?
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WHAT MAKES A PROJECT GREEN
“You know, a typical 134-hp bulldozer can emit the same amount
of particulates as ﬁve modern cars?” Mahesh Ramanujam,
the President and CEO of the U.S. Green Building Council,
animatedly explains the pitfalls of not taking care of site
sustainability. “So, you’ve got companies that aren’t sure of the
value of green construction, but at the same time their guys on
the site are just choking.”
Ramanujam has dedicated his professional life to the
advancement of Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED), a sustainable construction certiﬁcation which, among
other things, teaches construction professionals how to apply
sustainable design and building standards consistently across
different sites and projects.

Did you know:
The mining sector is currently
responsible for 4 – 7% of
greenhouse-gas (GHG
emissions globally [3].

“We help developers take the ﬁrst step to becoming sustainable,”
he explains. “My motto is, what gets measured, gets done.
What gets done, gets improved. What gets improved, gets
replicated. What gets replicated, transforms the market. That’s
why standards are so important.”
Asked what advice he’d give to project managers looking to
improve their sustainability, Ramanujam hones in on three things
in particular. The ﬁrst is knowing your inventory. Know the spec
of every piece of material or machinery you use and regularly
measure to make sure it’s performing to its full potential. Next,
create a construction plan with sustainability built in and then
monitor, so you know how closely you are sticking to that plan.

Thirdly, look to the sustainability of the site itself, for instance,
by choosing fuels and other consumables that meet the highest
standards of sustainability.
By doing these things, you create the framework necessary to
develop – and keep in focus – a holistic view of the construction
project: one that takes in everything, from initial concept and
design, right through to ﬁnal completion.

ON-SITE FUEL CONSIDERATIONS
A key — and often overlooked — factor is the importance of
properly maintained equipment and fuel efﬁciency. According
to research by Shell, 40% of construction companies say they
had not previously considered the role of fuel in determining
a project’s total cost of ownership (TCO) [7]. A further 44%
admitted that inappropriate fuel selection had contributed to
unplanned downtime [7].
Switching to a fuel with active deposit control technology —
additives designed to clean up the engine [10] from carbon
deposits— can increase equipment efﬁciency and ultimately
reduce running costs and overall TCO, to help unlock funds for
greater ﬂeet efﬁciency, including asset upgrades.
And that’s not the only beneﬁt of using premium fuels. Preventing
the build-up of deposits on fuel injectors and other key fuel
system components keeps the engine running at peak efﬁciency.
This maximises the output of each unit of equipment, which in
turn reduces the amount of overall fuel required, helping to cut
CO and, in 2 engines up to Euro III, also black smoke. 57%
of construction managers surveyed by Shell said that they were
looking for ways to cut fuel consumption; while at the same time,
the industry is under increasing pressure to cut emissions [7]. The
right premium fuel can help achieve both.

Already by 2016, 40% of all
construction projects in Asia were
built to sustainable standards.
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THE GROWTH OF GREEN
CONSTRUCTION
Where, we asked Mahesh Ramanujam, was green construction
best developed. “I don’t really see a difference between the
West and the rest,” he replies. “The real difference is between
the leaders and everyone else. And often the leaders are to be
found in the developing world, particularly in Asia.”
Already by 2016, 40% of all construction projects in Asia were
built to sustainable standards [11]. In some countries, this ﬁgure
is signiﬁcantly higher. In Singapore, for instance, 60% of all
projects are now classed as sustainable [12]. Nor is Asia the only
part of the developing world that is taking a lead in the move to
sustainable practices. Africa, in particular South Africa, is also
driving its construction sector hard to set best practices. By 2018,
61% of its building projects were classed as green [13].
“The companies driving these changes are the ones who deliver
best practice today and will deliver the next practice that we use
tomorrow,” says Ramanujam. He reminds us that construction
activity accounts for 36% of worldwide energy [14]. In fact, were
the construction materials sector a country, it would be the thirdlargest emitter of greenhouse gas emissions, behind only the
US and China [15]. As such, any actual country that is serious
about reducing its emissions, must be serious about making its
construction sector sustainable.

Between 2018 and 2023,
analysts predict that the green
construction market will grow
by 10.26% each year.

PARTNERSHIP IS THE
NEW LEADERSHIP
“Partnership is the new leadership,” Ramanujam explains.
Companies that collaborate across the value chain not only
bring in new expertise that they could not economically have
developed in-house, but they also spread knowledge and best
practice throughout the industry and along their supply chains.
This makes it even more important that developers work with
energy experts such as Shell, who can help them choose the right
fuel and energy option for each use case and vehicle, in addition
to helping develop data-driven and sustainable models of fuel
selection, storage and usage, which will ultimately foster future
sustainably and cost efﬁciency.

BRIDGING THE
KNOWLEDGE GAP
“If there’s one thing we have to do,” says Ramanujam, “it’s to
bridge the knowledge gap. We have to spread the understanding
of sustainability best practice, so it becomes the default in
the industry.”

Did you know:
This can be compared to
the mining industry, which
saw 78% of decision-makers
surveyed stating they believed
fewer equipment breakdowns
would decrease TCO [8].

The good news is that, as the ﬁgures show, the momentum for this
change is already gathering pace. For the companies that are
willing to embrace change, this means higher proﬁtability, better
working environments and easier access to investment funds – all
important factors to stay competitive and ahead of the curve in
the construction industry.

1. Www3.weforum.org. (2019). Shaping the Future of Construction: A Breakthrough in
Mindset and Technology. [online] Available at: http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_
Shaping_the_Future_of_Construction_full_report_.pdf [Accessed 18 Jul. 2019].
2. Huang, L., Krigsvoll, G., Johansen, F., Liu, Y. and Zhang, X. (2019). Carbon emission
of global construction sector. [online] Science Direct. Available at: https://www.
sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1364032117309413 [Accessed 18 Jul. 2019].
3. McKinsey & Company, ‘Climate risk and decarbonization: What every mining CEO needs
to know’, 2020, (https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/sustainability/ourinsights/climate-risk-and-decarbonization-what-every-mining-ceo-needs-to-know).
4. MarketWatch. (2019). Green Building Market 2019: Global Size, Opportunities, Business
Growth, Comprehensive Analysis, Competitive Landscape and Potential of the Industry
through 2023. [online] Available at: https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/greenbuilding-market-2019-global-size-opportunities-business-growth-comprehensive-analysiscompetitive-landscape-and-potential-of-the-industry-through-2023-2019-03-04 [Accessed
18 Jul. 2019].
5. Herrenkohl, J. (2019). Smart buildings: how sustainability strategies can impact investor
ROI. [online] Ey.com. Available at: https://www.ey.com/en_gl/real-estate-hospitalityconstruction/smart-buildings-how-sustainability-strategies-can-impact-investor-roi
[Accessed 18 Jul. 2019].
6. Edelman. (2019). Trust Barometer Top 10. [online] Available at: https://www.edelman.
com/sites/g/ﬁles/aatuss191/ﬁles/2019-01/2019_Edelman_Trust_Barometer_Top_10_
Findings.pdf [Accessed 26 Jul. 2019].
7. Turning Fuel into A Competitive Edge, Shell, 2018.
8. Shell Global, ‘Shell TCO Phase 2, Mining:Global Report, Exploring Industry 4.0’.
9. Shell Global, ‘Shell TCO Phase 2, Agriculture:Global Report, Exploring Industry 4.0’.
10. Key fuel system components such as fuel injectors.
11. Shen, T. (2019). Sustainability: Green building in Asia. [online] IPE RA. Available at:
https://realassets.ipe.com/investment-/sustainability/sustainability-green-buildingin-asia/realassets.ipe.com/investment-/sustainability/sustainability-green-building-inasia/10015284.fullarticle [Accessed 18 Jul. 2019].
12. Worldgbc.org. (2019). World Green Building Trends 2018. [online] Available at: https://
www.worldgbc.org/sites/default/ﬁles/World%20Green%20Building%20Trends%20
2018%20SMR%20FINAL%2010-11.pdf [Accessed 18 Jul. 2019].
13. Modise, D. (2019). #BizTrends2018: Green building on the rise in South Africa.
[online] Bizcommunity.com. Available at: https://www.bizcommunity.com/
Article/196/720/171863.html [Accessed 18 Jul. 2019].
14. Ec.europa.eu. (2019). Savings and beneﬁts of global regulations for energy efﬁcient
products.[online] Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/ﬁles/documents/
Cost%20 of%20Non-World%20-%20Final%20Report.pdf [Accessed 18 Jul. 2019].
15. Mooney, Attracta. (2019) Investors urge cement makers to cut emissions. [online]
Available at: https://www.ft.com/ content/30d2fc62-aa44-11e9-984c- fac8325aaa04
[Accessed 26 Jul. 2019]
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INVESTING
IN NATURAL
ECOSYSTEMS
Drive Carbon Neutral* with
Shell Commercial Fuels

*Carbon Neutral: CO2 compensation is not a substitute for switching to lower emission energy solutions or reducing the use of fossil fuels. Carbon credits are
purchased and retired to compensate the calculated lifecycle CO2e emissions of the product. Although these carbon credits have been generated in accordance
with international carbon standards, the compensation may not be exact.
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VIP DROP BOX
WE HOPE THAT YOU FOUND THE NEWSLETTER TO BE A USEFUL RESOURCE.
SCAN AND SHARE US YOUR OPINION IN THE FEEDBACK FORM TO HELPS US FURTHER IMPROVE
THE CONTENT OF THE FUTURE NEWSLETTER.

SCAN THE QR CODE
to share your opinions.

*Refer to privacy note https: www.shell.com.my/privacy.html

